Performance of the general-model-space state-universal coupled-cluster method.
The capabilities of the recently developed multireference, general-model-space (GMS), state-universal (SU) coupled-cluster (CC) method have been extended in order to enable the handling of any excited state that represents a single (S) or a double (D) excitation relative to the ground state. A series of calculations concerning the ground and excited states of the CH(+), HF, F(2), H(2)O, NH(2), and CH(2) molecules were carried out so as to assess the performance of the GMS SU CCSD method. For diatomics we have computed the entire potential energy curves, while for triatomics we have focused on vertical excitation energies. We demonstrate how a systematic enlargement of the model space enables a consideration of a larger and larger number of excited states. A comparison of the CC and full configuration interaction or large-scale CI results enables an assessment of the accuracy and reliability of the GMS SU CCSD method within a given basis set. In all cases very good results have been obtained, including highly excited states and those having a doubly-excited character.